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Pineapple Entertainment chooses Facilis Shared Storage for Collaborative Workflow
The Danish production company Pineapple Entertainment recently chose a
Facilis shared storage solution to enable a collaborative approach to media
production.
Based in Copenhagen City with a staff of around 50 people, Pineapple
Entertainment’s core business is TV programs; however, since its establishment,
Pineapple Entertainment has expanded to produce over 200 hours per year of
fun, relevant and powerful content for all media platforms.
Recently a change to Pineapple’s production portfolio meant that it needed to consider a more collaborative storage solution.
“Previously a lot of our programmes, such as talk shows, needed only one editor, but we started bringing in more factual
entertainment programmes that required multiple editors working simultaneously on the same material,” said Christian Martens,
Head of Production, Pineapple Entertainment. “We had two suites connected with a NAS but no project sharing, and the rest
was standalone storage, so we began looking at a suitable collaborative storage replacement.”
The Pineapple team set three main requirements for their research: the ability to share files, a system that was easy to use, and
one that was budget friendly.
“We looked at systems like Avid Nexis, but having talked to guys I trust about this kind of technology, they recommended that
the Facilis Shared Storage system would be the best choice for us,” he says.
Stjernholm & Co A/S, Facilis’ distributor in Scandinavia, supplied and installed the system, and Martens found the 		
installation process to be simple and painless. “Kristoffer [Laursen, Stjernholm & Co] handled this perfectly.
We had very few issues integrating the system into our workflow, it worked really well.”
		
			
			
			

The initial system was subsequently expanded with two additional Facilis shared storage units that at 		
first worked independently, but were then integrated with the first system into the main workflow. “It 		
was very easy to expand the system – Kristoffer came in and did some magic for a day and had		
it running perfectly in a short amount of time, with no disruption,” Martens noted.

					
				
				
			
			
		

“We now have 12 edit suites all connected to the Facilis storage so we can move people
around easily from one edit suite to another. All the editors are used to having a
collaborative system like this, and they are happy with the way it allows them to work.”

The Facilis system has made a significant difference to Pineapple’s workflow, as Marten stated:
“We could not do the work we do without it, both in terms of time saving and the end result. We
definitely made the right decision.”

https://www.facilis.com/Pineapple-Entertainment/

Icon Fitness Keeps People Healthy with Help from Facilis
Icon Health and Fitness, Inc. is the world’s largest manufacturer of exercise equipment. Based in Logan, Utah, the company
manufactures treadmills, elliptical trainers, stationary bicycles, weight machines, and yoga and Pilates equipment. Icon has a wide
range of brands including NordicTrack, ProForm, Weider, Weslo, Gold’s Gym and FreeMotion fitness.
Combining fitness and technology, Icon’s iFit brand includes a video-based coaching platform that works with many of the
company’s machines and requires a significant amount of video content to bring personal trainers and varied fitness environments
into customers’ homes. Creating all the iFit content, as well as all the commercials and marketing material for the different brands,
keeps the postproduction teams at Icon Fitness very busy.
The Icon team initially purchased a 40TB Facilis system back in 2012 when their Synology DiskStation NAS just couldn’t keep up with
the demands of video media and the sheer amount of data required over their 1GB Ethernet connection. As Icon continued to grow,
and as the products themselves started to require video content, it was time to purchase a system that could handle the team’s
collaborative editing workflow that frequently sees up to 10 editors on individual workstations editing simultaneously.
Last year, Icon purchased a new TerraBlock 24EX with two TX16 expansion chassis for a total of 320TB just to handle the increased
content creation demand for the popular iFit brand. Most recently, the marketing department purchased a new 192TB 24EX system.
All workstations are now connected via 8 Gb Fibre Channel to the storage network for the required performance.
Ryan Humpherys, head of post-production for the Icon Fitness marketing department, and his team handle all the marketing and
social media campaigns at a studio a mile down the road from the Icon Fitness headquarters. The team either shoots at the in-house
studio or on location, with all post-production happening at the Utah facility. “We recently hired a post manager for all the iFit content
since it is such a growing part of our business. We go all over the world and film trainers coaching from many different locations and
environments,” says Humpherys. “The video coach might tell you that he or she is going to increase the incline or change the speed
and we program the equipment to respond in perfect sync with the video which makes for a very immersive workout experience.”
Initially, the editing workstations were Apple Mac Pro workstations, but the team has since switched to robust 48-core Lenovo PC
workstations with dual graphic cards to power the full Adobe CC suite. Humpherys also does color work in DaVinci Resolve which
performs very well with their Facilis system. The team shoots ultra-high-resolution imagery to give them maximum flexibility in postproduction without ever compromising on image quality. “We frequently shoot on ARRI Alexa Mini at 4K or on Red cameras at 5 or
6K. We’re able to edit the footage natively, without transcoding or making proxies on the Facilis system, which saves lots of time. With
8GB Fibre Channel connections to each workstation, we get about 500MB/sec on each workstation, it’s like having an internal SSD.
When we’re pushing around 4 or 6K content, it makes it really seamless to edit, move around the timeline, and copy files. We have
multiple editors working at the same time and we’ve never run into a bottleneck,” says Humpherys.
With the iFit brand continuing to grow, the organization has built an additional studio at Icon HQ. Eventually, the plan is to continue
to build out the main headquarters facility and at that point, the two Facilis storage systems will be combined. “We know that it will
be easy to combine the servers in the future thanks to the flexibility of the Facilis shared file system,” says Humpherys. “We looked
around at other vendors and nothing else ticked all the boxes for expandability, high-speed, ease of administration, and all the
connectivity options.”
Humpherys and the team can create volumes, groups, and manage permissions easily by themselves, even though Icon Fitness
has its own IT professionals on staff. “We’re really happy with the new Facilis Web Console which makes it super easy to mount
volumes, monitor the system and manage permissions. It’s very user-friendly. Even our IT admin was impressed as he’s never seen
another system that works as well, allowing us to easily manage everything ourselves over such a high-speed connection with no IT
assistance required.”
https://www.facilis.com/Icon-Fitness/
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BrandStar and Facilis Team Up to Enable 4K+ Production
Based in Pompano Beach, Florida, BrandStar is a full-service brand marketing agency and production house. BrandStar
has built a state-of-the-art studio where they produce award-winning TV shows and branded content that resonates with
audiences across every screen, from original blogs and social messaging to digital activation, performance-based marketing
and in-house production.
Seeking to update the post production department and bring it into the future, the post production department needed to
support greater than HD resolutions from 4K and beyond. The BrandStar team made plans to attend the NAB NY Show to
research options for updating their shared storage infrastructure.
“We can’t afford any down time, which has been one of the factors that’s made us reluctant to look into a new system,” said
Mark Alfieri, Founder and CEO of BrandStar. “Until now, we hadn’t figured out where we could have a break point in order to
do an installation.”
A new show needed to be edited in 4K, which put pressure on the team to find a solution. “We have really tight deadlines here,
said Abraham White, senior editor at BrandStar. “Having stuttering video playback at 4K while constantly waiting for clips to
appear is not acceptable.”
At NAB, the BrandStar team came across Facilis Technology and was immediately intrigued by the capabilities
and value of the system, but also the ease in which it could quickly be installed and integrated with their
existing equipment. After some productive discussions regarding BrandStar’s goals, the Facilis staff
encouraged the BrandStar team to visit some of the many reference post facilities in NYC that rely
on a Facilis Shared Storage Network. Following that lead, the team went to visit Definition 6, an
interactive media agency, and talked about its use of Facilis.
“A lot of our needs have to do with fast movement of media across our space,” said Luis
Allbritton, Chief Engineer at Definition 6. “Big media files come in and multiple
deliverables go out. It’s a fast cycle, at a fast pace, with a lot of people working on
the same projects at the same time. Our Facilis system enables multiple people to
have high-speed access to even the largest media files at any given point in the process.”
Feeling confident in their decision, the BrandStar team ordered a 384 TB Facilis system
consisting of two 192 TB storage servers and a Hub Server that aggregates and offloads server
processes and increases available bandwidth. At 384 TB, the system can hold approximately 2500
hours of 4K footage. For maximum flexibility, the Facilis team installed 10gig Ethernet as well as 32gig Fibre
channel to BrandStar’s desktops and edit suites. Unlike standard NAS (network attached storage) devices that
run enterprise workflows at many organizations, the Facilis system is highly optimized for video and audio
workflows which can contain very large media files.
“The Facilis system was installed quickly and it’s super-fast. We really like it,” comments White. “The
4K footage plays back smoothly and it’s really going to revolutionize the way we edit at BrandStar.”
https://www.facilis.com/BrandStar/

Facilis was recently highlighted on an episode of “Inside the Blueprint” which aired on Fox Business Channel
https://www.facilis.com/Brandstar-ITB-Show/
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